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Filanos - The One Who Takes You Home
Tom: E
Intro: A7M  Dbm  B

           A7M
I just woke up from another dream
             Dbm               B
Where everything seemed so unclean
             A7M
I thought I had you but now I know
             Dbm            B
That in the end, you let me go

           A7M
I couldn't wait
         Dbm         B
I wouldn't rely on fate
            A7M
You needed space
     Dbm          B
And I you as my date

              Gbm                                E     B
And all that lies beneath has got to keep its place, yeah
          Gbm                       E    B
And what is ahead is there for us to trace

            A7M     Dbm             B
I've got to be the one who takes you home
            A7M     Dbm               B
We've got to see the things that make us whole
                   A7M
Don't you want to dream? Don't you want to feel
            Dbm               B
The possibility of it getting real?
               A7M
We ought to believe
     Dbm         B          A7M
That all's there just for us

( Dbm  B )

           A7M
The other day, I was afraid
                 Dbm                B
'Cause you didn't stay and I stayed awake
          A7M
All these thoughts going up my head
                      Dbm                     B
They started messing with the feelings that I had

              Gbm                                E     B
And all that lies beneath has got to keep its place, yeah

          Gbm                       E    B
And what is ahead is there for us to trace

            A7M     Dbm             B
I've got to be the one who takes you home
            A7M     Dbm               B
We've got to see the things that make us whole
                   A7M
Don't you want to dream? Don't you want to feel
            Dbm               B
The possibility of it getting real?
               A7M
We ought to believe
     Dbm         B
That all's there just for us

A7M  Dbm
A7M  Dbm  B

A7M
I woke up like this, I woke up like this
Dbm
I thought I'd never be the same without your kiss

A7M
I can't live like this, I can't live like this
Dbm
I need to get out of this mistake
A7M
Should I hesitate? Should I hesitate?
Dbm
Why fall in love with someone who never cares?
A7M           Dbm               B
Oh yeah, oh yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah

            A7M     Dbm             B
I've got to be the one who takes you home
            A7M     Dbm               B
We've got to see the things that make us whole
                   A7M
Don't you want to dream? Don't you want to feel
            Dbm               B
The possibility of it getting real?
               A7M
We ought to believe
     Dbm         B
That all's there just for us

( A7M  Dbm  B )
( A7M  Dbm  B )
( A7M  Dbm  B )
( A7M  Dbm  B )

Acordes


